CLAY
Inseperable Stories

Sometimes, when I visit the clay- pit in Bümpliz, I carry some clay away.
The last clay I brought to my studio was very wet, almost fluid, heavy and it was sticking on my
fingers. Like mud.
I spread it out on some newspapers an after only one night it‘ s character has completely
changed – it became compact, elastic, somehow stronger.
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When I started to give it a shape, I had the impression that the clay was vivid.
Trying to make a ball out of it, I could feel that it was taking part.
Yes, as soon as you touch the clay, it is not just material anymore.
It determines your intension.

Clay is many years old.
Stone, mostly granit, eroded and became transformed to tiny mineral particles.
This minerals were often transported by water and deposited in water.
For ages.
It became to clay as an important part of the crust of the Earth.
Clay is much connected to water. It is not a coincidence clay is often found nearby water or on the
ground of lakes.
You can not destroy clay.
It decays, it can become dessolved by water – but the minerals are remaining. Tey are staying in the
big circuit.
And nobody knows, very far in the future, it might be part of a rock of al not yet existing mountain.
You can not force clay.
Or perhaps you can.
But you have to burn it with very high temperature.

Burnt clay can keep it‘s shape for thousands of years.
This embodied houses were found in Macedonia. They are around eight thousands of years old.
The anthropomorphic house models came from the Neolithic. Nowadays it‘s function is not very
clear known. Probably they vere used as altars for the Magna Mater. The Godess of fertility.

The story of clay brings together the story of human and the story of the Earth.
Nature and culture is one and the same concept.
Like Latour sais.
This woman in a bathroom was created 8000 years after the neolithic houses.
She is part of a bigger work of art.
This at least in Switzerland well known work contains more than 300 sculptures.
The name of the work is „Plötzlich diese Übersicht“ from Peter Fischli and David Weiss.
It reminds one of a threedimensional encyclopedia. It is a combination of almost everything,
historical events, everyday objects, everyday situations.
It tries to represent the hole story. Never totaly free of irony, of course.
This collection is very fragile because it is made out of unfired clay.
And although I know this work since a long time, I have to admit that in this clay- based
context, I see now even a new dimension of it.

Kurz vor dem Entscheidungstor im Weltmeisterschaftsfinal Deutschland gegen Italien
Peter Fischli/ David Weiss: Plötzlich diese Übersicht (1981 - 2012)
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Cervelat

Philippo Brunelleschi erfindet die Perspektive

Gabriel Orozco: My Hands Are My Heart 1991
Orozco works with traces of life, culture and nature.
Gabriel Orozco in an Interview:
In a town called Cholulah, like an hour away from Mexico City,
it is this famous town for making all the bricks,
and it’s beautiful the landscape, with all this brick ovens, made out of bricks.
They look a little bit like pyramids. They are very nice.
My Hands Are My Heart is a work that is made out of clay
from this classic material for brick making,
and instead of the mold, I’m using my hands as a mold.
(...) the clay between the hands and opening up and having that space in between.1

https://www.moma.org/audio/playlist/240/3084
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Wasserurnen
Nathalie Heid, since 2009
Wasserurnen is the work of a friend of mine, Nathalie Heid. She is a ceramic designer based in
Bern. Her studio in the Länggasse is same time a little shop where she produces ceramic objects
for life and for leave.
She is quiet successfull with her water urns. Every urn is an unicate. She creates them with the
potter‘s wheel out of white porcelan. They stay unfired, so they can be dessolved by water or
earth.
The ashes and the urn can be given back to the natural circuit.
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https://wasserurne.ch/

